
ETQ Reliance
Connected Worker
The ETQ Reliance® Connected Worker solution  
is designed to help you take advantage of every 
input to improve quality and productivity, from 
the shop floor to the top floor.  

www.etq.com
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Connect Quality From The  
Shop Floor To The Top Floor 

Bringing quality products to market that maximize revenue and 
profitability requires meeting quality and safety standards at every 
stage of the product life cycle – from design and manufacturing to 
shipping and distribution to customer support. 

For companies to deliver on this objective consistently and with 
fewer resources, they need enterprise-grade technology to: 

• Centralize, harmonize, and automate quality processes. 

• Make quality and performance data actionable for  
continual improvement. 

• Integrate essential business systems so that cross-functional 
teams can work together more effectively. 

The ETQ Reliance Connected Worker solution includes enterprise 
Quality Management System (QMS) capabilities that centralize and 
automate quality processes with Connected Worker capabilities 
(provided in partnership with Augmentir) to amplify your quality 
efforts by extending a voice to the shop floor. 

In addition, this robust solution offers technology to onboard frontline 
workers faster, reduce time to productivity, enable targeted training, 
and support workers with digital guidance based on individual needs. 

Benefits of a Connected 
Quality Ecosystem 

• Break down silos between quality 
control and quality management 
and resolve systemic quality issues 
at the root faster. 

• Reduce downtime and costs of 
poor quality through improved 
communication and team 
collaboration. 

• Share timely issue information with 
teams across the value chain to 
improve decision-making. 

• Harmonize processes, increase 
compliance, and share best 
practices across sites. 

• Human-centric tools that 
empower and enable frontline 
worker participation in continuous 
improvement.

“Integrating QMS and Connected 
Worker is a significant step forward 
in creating a seamless experience 
for the worker supported by a 
symphony of ‘system of systems’ 
software applications to bring 
workers’ insights, knowledge, and 
experiences to bear on the full 
ecosystem of enterprise-wide 
quality...”  
–LNS Research 
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Collaborative Quality Workflows  
to Empower Every Team  

ETQ Reliance, an enterprise Quality Management System solution, has built-
in best practices and unique flexibility to configure and integrate with other 
essential business systems. The result is a closed-loop quality ecosystem 
that helps you seize every opportunity to reduce risk and improve quality 
throughout the value chain. 

Companies often miss acting on valuable insights from employees because 
legacy tools and processes don’t make it easy to capture and share 
this information. ETQ Reliance Connected Worker offers user-friendly 
data collection and automated feedback loops to foster participation, 
communication, and continual improvement.  

 
Use Cases That Create Business Value

Industry-standard web services and flexible configuration options make it 
possible to build any process workflow to meet your needs. Explore these 
use cases and more with ETQ’s implementation experts:

Faster Resolution of  
Shop Floor Quality &  
Safety Issues 

Frontline workers can quickly 
and easily report quality and 
safety issues from mobile 
devices for quality managers to 
investigate, analyze trends, and 
proactively address problems.  

Improve Supplier  
Quality Through Team  
Collaboration  

Address raw material issues 
with suppliers, planners, 
procurement, and design 
teams, leading to improved 
product quality, decreased 
scrap and rework costs, and 
faster time to market.

Quickly Pivot Operations 
with Planned Deviations  

Ensure the most current 
inspection criteria is always 
available to avoid false rejection 
of incoming materials. 

ENTERPRISE QUALITY MANAGEMENT

CONNECTED WORKER APPLICATION

Quality management 
system of record. 

Proactively track, 
trend & analyze data. 

Quality Events 
Document Control

Training Management

Digital guidance & 
support. Connected Frontline 

Quality Assurance

Feedback 
loops

Real-time data 
collection from shop 

�oor processes. 

Worker initiated 
quality & safety event

reports.

“ETQ is committed 
to creating a quality-
driven manufacturing 
ecosystem by 
extending quality 
management to the 
factory floor and the 
connected worker.” 
- Vick Vaishnavi, ETQ’s CEO
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ETQ Reliance Connected Worker  
Delivering Results  

72%
Reduction in  
Workforce 

Onboarding Time

20%
Reduction in  

Time Spent Managing 
Nonconforming 

Material

27%
Reduction in  

Downtime

32%
Improvement  
in Productivity

10%
Reduction in Field 

Failure Costs

50%
Reduction in Audit 

Findings

A Connected Quality Approach 
Delivers Real Top- and Bottom-Line 
Results: 

• Reduce cost of poor quality to 
drive business performance and 
profitability. 

• Improve supplier quality to 
reduce scrap, waste, rework, and 
warranty costs. 

• Harmonize and scale global 
processes for continuous audit-
readiness. 

• Accelerate delivery of quality 
products to market by opening 
lines of communication and 
removing factory floor process 
inefficiencies. 

• Improve human performance 
and decision velocity by enabling 
easy access to information and 
reducing cognitive load.

Data Source:  
ETQ and Augmentir customer survey benchmarks.
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About ETQ

ETQ, part of Hexagon, is a a leading provider of integrated quality 

management, health, safety, and environmental solutions 

for manufacturers. Firms around the world rely on ETQ 

to ensure optimal quality at scale, reduce costs and 

improve the velocity of data-driven decisions. 

Learn more at etq.com. 

Hexagon is a global leader in digital reality 

solutions, combining sensor, software 

and autonomous technologies. 

Hexagon (Nasdaq Stockholm: HEXA B) 

has approximately 24,000 employees in 

50 countries and net sales of approximately 

5.2bn EUR. Learn more at hexagon.com and 

follow us @HexagonAB. 

About Augmentir

Augmentir™ is the world’s only AI-powered Connected  

Worker solution. Augmentir’s software includes a complete suite  

of connected worker capabilities, connectors to business systems,  

and broad extensibility that enable manufacturers to digitize their  

frontline operations, reduce onboarding time, and increase workforce 

productivity. Companies in manufacturing, service, energy, and 

construction leverage Augmentir’s suite of tools to deliver effective skills 

management, training, digital workflow, and collaboration for today’s  

more dynamic industrial workforce.  

 

For more information, visit www.augmentir.com. 


